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TURNING PROLIFIC WRITERS INTO SUCCESSFUL AUTHORSThis book is for ambitious writers. Magnify And Multiply is a priceless resource of ideas and methods for new and aspiring authors. Fans of Dan Poynter's Self Publishing Manual, Napoleon Hill's Think And Grow Rich, and Tom Corson-Knowles Kindle Publishing Bible will love this book. Easy to read book for beginning authors and entrepreneurs. Turn your passion into a profitable business.EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO WRITE, PUBLISH AND SUCCEEDMagnify And Multiple is a complete primer for
beginning authors You wil learn about:Deciding what to write.How to write it.FormattingEditingHow to Create a Great TitleHow to get a great cover made for as little as $20You will also learn about publishing on three different platforms, and why you should.Publishing with Amazon Kindle Direct Publishing aka KDPPublishing promotional hardbacks with LuluPublishing audiobooks with Audiobook Creation Exchange aka ACXAnd finally, you will learn the tools of success, including:BrandingMarketingAdvertisingPublicitySalesLIVE YOUR DREAMS ON YOUR OWN
TERMSWhen you follow these methods, you will empower yourself to create fantastic books (that could become bestsellers), increase your income according to our new business plan, and free yourself from the need to work for someone else.If you want to write, publish, and launch your book successfully, grab this book!
This commentary volume is part of a series by Christian Publishing House (CPH) that covers all of the sixty-six books of the Bible. These volumes are a study tool for the pastor, small group biblical studies leader, or the churchgoer. The primary purpose of studying the Bible is to learn about God and his personal revelation, allowing it to change our lives by drawing closer to God. The Book of Philippians volume is written in a style that is easy to understand. The Bible can be difficult and complex at times. Our effort within is to make it easier to read and understand, while also
accurately communicating truth. CPH New Testament Commentary will convey the meaning of the verses of the book of Philippians. In addition, we will also cover the Bible background, the custom and culture of the times, as well as Bible difficulties. Another important feature of CPH New Testament Commentary is its range of information. We have made every effort to supply our readers with important textual information in a simple way. In addition, the reader will be introduced to one of the original languages of the Bible by way of transliteration (English letters), Greek. This
thorough information should benefit our readers in becoming more in-depth students of the fully inerrant, inspired Word of God, as well as being better qualified to defend to anyone who asks them for a reason for their hope.—1 Peter 3:15.
All my books can be read online for free at wayneodonnell.com. Mt. 10:8, “Freely you have received, freely give.” The Bible says we’re predestined to glory, but it doesn’t say we’re predestined to faith, as Calvinism teaches. The differences between the language of the Bible and the language of Calvinism indicate the doctrinal errors of Calvinism. All Reformed theologians teach predestination to faith, which includes faith in a sequence the Bible doesn’t include it in. The ‘Golden Chain’ of Romans 8:28-30 includes 1) foreknowledge, 2) predestination, 3) calling, 4) justification, and 5)
glorification. Paul intentionally omits faith from this sequence because predestination is to glorification and sanctification, not to faith. Paying attention to this detail alters Calvinism’s TULIP. T (Total Depravity) doesn’t include an inability to believe the gospel. Election is not U (Unconditional), since God elects all whom he has known forever in the eternal Messiah, who entered into union with him through justification by unpredestined faith. I (Irresistible Grace) is after justification, for sanctification and glorification. L (Limited Atonement) is unbiblical. And, P (Perseverance of the
Saints) is confirmed in the strongest possible way, to the extent it’s synonymous with eternal security and the certainty of glorification. Most other anti-Calvinist books deal heavily with the moral and philosophical travesties of Calvinism. For example, I highly recommend What Love Is This, by Dave Hunt. But this book tries to provide better expositions of the passages that lead good, godly men to accept Calvinism in the first place, like Romans 8, Romans 9, John 6, and Ephesians 1, by paying attention to the small, under-appreciated detail, that the Bible says predestination is to
sanctification and glory, not to faith. If I felt this task was already accomplished, I wouldn’t have written this book, but would have promoted the books that already did it. White (Calvinist), "There is no meaningful non-Reformed exegesis of [John 6:37-45] available. As numerous as the attempts of Arminian exegetes to find some way around the testimony of these verses has been, not even a plausible solution has been offered that does not require the complete dismantling of the text, redefinition of words, or the insertion of utterly foreign concepts." Flowers (Non-Calvinist), "Would
anyone dare adopt or seek to defend this most troubling doctrine [of reprobation] if not for the perceived defense offered by the apostle in Romans 9?" I rejoice in biblical, non-Calvinistic predestination, to glory, not to faith! Biblical predestination is about the certainty of God’s completion of our salvation through sanctification and glorification. Predestination shouldn’t be a word that conjures up images of Calvinistic horrors of reprobation in the minds of those who haven’t been indoctrinated to focus on the good fortunes of the elect. Instead, predestination should be a word that
gives great joy, because it underlies the Biblical doctrine of the certainty of our future glorification! Rom. 5:3, “Having been justified by faith, we ... rejoice in [the sure and certain] hope of [sharing in] the glory of God!” My hope is that this book won’t only be a defense against Calvinism and its harms, and rescue some born-again Calvinists from Calvinism; but also that this consideration of the topic of predestination will give all readers a better understanding of the justification, sanctification, and glorification that comprise our gracious salvation, and this knowledge will also make us
more fruitful. Jn. 15:7-8, “If ... my words abide in you, ... herein is my Father glorified, that you bear much fruit.”
Kindle Publishers who receive bad reviews must understand some of the mistakes they made. For many authors, the most difficult part of learning how to write a book is not writing the text, it is learning the rest of the self-publishing process. Writing words is easy. But eBook formatting, adding illustrations and charts, proper editing and using the correct page layout can be extremely challenging. Most mistakes in eBooks are caused by a lack of knowledge of software, but especially by a misunderstanding of the impact of each action in converting a Word document to ePub or Kindle
book.You may be asking yourself: Why images in my ebook seem so small? Why tables are split into two pages? How can I produce a lightweight file? How can I insert a drop cap? This book is a high-level guide to modern digital publishing. In Kindle Publishing and Formatting like a Pro, the author discusses common book formatting, typography and font errors committed by writers and provides methods that authors in any genre can use to avoid those errors and how to self-publish Kindle books that readers will want to buy.This book is divided into three parts: PART ONE. The
Easy Road to Self-publishing PART TWO. Self-Publishing Mistakes PART THREE. The Optimal Way to Produce a Kindle book Part Two contains 83 chapters, in five categories: 1. How to Prevent Typography Mistakes2. How to Prevent eBook Illustration and Image Mistakes3. How to Prevent eBook Formatting and Layout Mistakes4. How to Prevent Conversion Mistakes5. How to Prevent eBook Marketing Mistakes"Good design is good business." Thomas J. Watson, CEO of IBM, 1914-1956Over 120 illustrations and tables were added to the book for ease of understanding. And
yes! You can produce an eBook containing many images in less than three megabytes. There's no need to create high-resolution images; you only need to master image optimization. Mr Koonitz is an expert in the areas of:* Creating professional-looking images and adding them into manuscripts* Utilizing the correct typography and font families to produce error-free books* Correct usage of indentation and spacing* Converting documents into various formats such as .epub, .mobi and other file types* How to have your manuscript edited for content and formatAll of these important
topics are visited in this self-publishing guide. This is the new Bible of technical tips.
Anti-Calvinism & Reformed Theology; Pro-Certainty of Sanctification & Glorification; In Romans 8, Romans 9, & John 6
Predestination Is to Glory Not to Faith
How To Sell More Kindle Ebooks on Amazon
20 Life-Changing Books Box Set
The Way It Is
Why Did Yahweh and His Son Yahshuah Say What They Said?
BOOK OF PHILIPPIANS
How To Sell More Kindle Ebooks In 7 Days I Believe Kindle Publishing Should Be Fun, Profitable And Very, Very Easy If you want your book to become a Kindle best seller I can show you how! In this best selling book with over 25,000 copies sold, you will learn how to: Increase Your Book's Amazon And Google Search Traffic By 423% In 30 Minutes If you're a self-published author without a large platform or following, you will never be able to promote more than the published authors with huge marketing budgets. But you can outrank them on Amazon search every time! Why? Because 99% of Kindle authors
don't know how to increase their search engine rankings in Amazon and Google. But I do - and I'm going to show you how in this book (it won't cost you a dime to implement these strategies). Most authors (even the ones with publishers and big marketing budgets) have no idea how to do keyword research, tag their book, add the right search keywords when they publish their book or insert keywords in their book description without it sounding like it was written by a robot. For New Authors: Step-By-Step Instructions With Picture Tutorials If you're a first-time Kindle publisher or technologically challenged then this
book is for you! I even had my Grandma Ann Knowles follow the instructions step by step and she gave it a big thumbs up for easy to use instructions. The playing field has been leveled with ebook publishing - and if my Grandma can do it I guarantee you can too! For Existing Authors: How To Sell More Books In 5 Days Than You Did Last Month I'm going to share with you my KDP Select Free Promotion Marketing Formula for getting tens of thousands of readers to download your book in just 5 days. All you have to do is read the Marketing Formula instructions and follow them (it takes about 3 hours of work
to get thousands of new readers). How To Sell On Kindle Using Your Book Description If you think your book is going to sell itself think again! If you're a fiction author or novelist, you have to show your readers the story and engage them in it or they won't buy a book from an unknown author. And if you're a non-fiction author, you have to tell potential readers how your book is going to help them solve their problem fast or they'll click away without buying. I'm going to show you the Show And Tell system for selling more books on Kindle by giving you readers what they want and overcoming objections in your
book description! Kindle marketing isn't about having a big marketing budget or publisher behind you - but you still need exposure and a great offer. This book will help you with get more exposure with Amazon search and other great marketing tips. You also have to make buying your book an irresistible offer so that when browsers get done reading your book description they say, "I have to buy this book!" You can't do that without a strategic plan and a well-written book description. Bonus! Video interviews with best-selling Kindle authors as they share their coveted book marketing strategies. About The Author
My poetry was first published at age 16 in Teen Ink magazine and I started writing books at age 19 but had no idea how to get my message out to anyone other than my friends and family. Finally, I discovered Amazon's Kindle Publishing platform and published my first book on Kindle on February 10, 2012. Since then, I've sold tens of thousands of ebooks on Kindle and now earn a full-time income as a part-time Kindle author. I've since helped hundreds of self-published authors like myself sell more books on Kindle. If I can do it you can too! Learn how to sell more books on Amazon today. Scroll up and grab
your copy today.
Save over $100 with this box set of 20 books. 20 Bestselling Authors Share Their Secrets to Health, Wealth, Happiness and Success In this box set, you’ll get twenty (20) life-changing books from bestselling authors. That's over 2,000 pages of the good stuff. Here’s what’s inside: You Can’t Cheat Success! Learn how to stop self-sabotage and achieve your dreams without stress or struggle. Self Confidence Secrets Create unstoppable confidence with proven Neurolinguistic Programming (NLP) techniques in just 5 minutes. 50 Powerful Date Ideas Fifty powerful, unique, cost-effective dates to impress your partner and
improve your love life. I Want What She’s Having Now! A no-nonsense way to get healthier and achieve your ideal weight for women (and smart men). The Art of Conscious Creation Create global transformation by mastering the art of conscious creation. Diagnostic Testing And Functional Medicine Get to the root cause of your health issues and say goodbye to chronic fatigue, arthritis, autoimmune disease, leaky gut, arthritis, parasites and candida for good. Intro to Paleo Harness the principles of the Paleo diet, ancestral health and primal fitness to burn fat, build muscle and improve your health. Stop Negative
Thinking Learn how to eliminate negative thinking before it eliminates you (from a doctor who knows). The Easiest Way Use the ancient Hawaiian wisdom of Ho'oponopono to create the life of abundance you deserve. Income Power Learn the secrets to doubling your income while doing more of what you love and less busy work (whether you're an employee or entrepreneur, or both). Do Nothing, Achieve Everything How to achieve true freedom and success. Hint: it's not about doing more. REV Yourself Reboot, Elevate and Vitalize your body to achieve peak performance and master the human machine. Why
You’re Stuck Learn how to get out of your own way and attract the success you deserve. This little book will get you out of any rut. The Internet Entrepreneur® Leave the rat race and become financially free with an online business. From one of the world's top internet marketers. Unplugged Sometimes you have to pull the plug if you really want to live your life. Written by a guy who quit his job and sold three businesses for $100 million or more. Celebrity Confessions Celebrity journalist James Swanwick shares his best quotes and lessons from interviewing the world’s biggest celebrities like Tom Cruise, Angelina
Jolie, Brad Pitt and more. Red Hot Internet Publicity Master the art of internet publicity and get more exposure for your business and cause. Perfect for authors, bloggers and anyone with a message to share. Eating for Energy Eliminate tiredness, fatigue and ill health by Eating for Energy. Forever Fat Loss Escape the dieting trap and transform your life. Forever. Unlimited Memory Learn how the world's top memory experts concentrate and remember any information at will, and how you can too. The simple system for a super memory. And More… The authors include New York Times bestsellers, ironman
triathletes, personal development trainers, high-level professional coaches, business tycoons, entrepreneurs, doctors, and thought leaders with far more awards and accolades than can fit in this book description. This box set includes over 2,000 pages of words that will inspire, educate, inform and enlighten you. This special boxed set package is only available for a limited time. Scroll up and click the buy now button today. Share this special offer with those you love and care about. Giving this book as a gift could change someone’s life forever. That’s priceless.
A Complete Author Marketing Course If you are self published, have several books available, and you've learned that it's not as easy as they say to make money with Kindle, then chances are that you are spending more and more time marketing than you spend writing, and that's not good. You've probably bought the Publishing Bible books by Tom Corsen Knowles, read John Tighe and his Crush it with kindle, studied Derek Doepker and his Kindle Bestseller Secrets, and maybe read John Locke with his story of selling a million ebooks. They are all very fine books. The idea with becoming a writer is that you build a
passive income right? That's possibly why you started writing in the first place. Passive Income should be income where you don't have to spend the rest of your life marketing. When that happens, you are back to trading time for money, and that's not passive is it. The twist with this series is that it will help you put in place not just passive income, but passive book marketing too. If you get the marketing right first time, then there's little else to do but write more content, and that's what you really need to build that income you deserve. Sure, you will have to do some marketing in the future, but the idea is that you get it
right the first time, systematize the marketing, and then move on. So what are your options? Do nothing, continue along as you are now and just keep increasing your marketing workload Learn all of this yourself through trial and error Try this book series and take a shortcut. This book gives you the latest and best advice possible when it comes to book marketing. It will give you the best of those tips that you have heard about elsewhere coupled with new ideas and thoughts, all backed with testing. I haven't sold a million books (yet), but unlike the other authors of kindle marketing books, I come from a professional
sales & marketing background. That gives me a unique perspective of what actually makes sales happen in any industry. I've sold everything from radio advertising to children's clothes and yes, I sell books too. This series will walk you, step by step, through a comprehensive author marketing plan that will do just that. This first volume in the series will look at your book before it's published; If you get this part right then you will never have to go through major changes again. (How many times have you changed your books so far?) A little of what you will learn: How do the Amazon algorithms work What are the
factors that influence them The work you must do to optimize your books for success. A proven formula called SPEVOS for putting together a powerful sales message How to force your readers to join your mailing list Author Central vs KDP Editor (after the Nov 2013 changes) Reviews and how to get them Increase your kindle book sales using psychology What content should be included in every book that you write Pricing strategies Much More Included with the book are supporting documents; spreadsheets and checklists to track your efforts This first book in the series will form the foundation of your author
marketing plan. It's comprehensive, detailed and most importantly, proven to work. Take A Look Inside Before you buy this book, take a look inside at the first chapter by clicking the image at the top of the page Amazon Prime Members - Borrow this book for FREE
All my books can be read online for free at wayneodonnell.com. Mt. 10:8, “Freely you have received, freely give.” This booklet is included in and comprises of one section of my book "Predestination is to Glory not to Faith: Anti-Calvinism & Reformed Theology; Pro-Certainty of Sanctification & Glorification; In Romans 8, Romans 9, & John 6." Most other anti-Calvinist books deal heavily with the moral and philosophical travesties of Calvinism. For example, I highly recommend What Love Is This, by Dave Hunt. But this book tries to provide better expositions of the passages that lead good, godly men to accept
Calvinism in the first place, like John 6, by paying attention to the small, under-appreciated detail, that the Bible says predestination is to sanctification and glory, not to faith. If I felt this task was already accomplished, I wouldn’t have written this book, but would have promoted the books that already did it.White (Calvinist), "There is no meaningful non-Reformed exegesis of [John 6:37-45] available. As numerous as the attempts of Arminian exegetes to find some way around the testimony of these verses has been, not even a plausible solution has been offered that does not require the complete dismantling of the
text, redefinition of words, or the insertion of utterly foreign concepts." This book is the result of 1) a paper I wrote for a Soteriology class at Veritas International University, 2) my coming into contact with an increasing number of Reformed church plants, 3) my deep appreciation of D. Martin Lloyd-Jones’ teaching about the certainty of the hope of our future glorification, and 4) my gratitude for the simple gospel message I first heard when I was fourteen years old after having been raised a Roman Catholic. Jn. 3:36, "He that believes on the Son has everlasting life." Not, “He that is good,” or “He that goes to
church,” or “He that is -predestined to- believe,” but “He that believes on the Son.” The gospel is a genuine offer for every person, in the way we usually think of an offer, and not something predetermined. My hope is that this book won’t only be a defense against Calvinism and its harms, and rescue some born-again Calvinists from Calvinism; but also that this consideration of the topic of predestination will give all readers a better understanding of the justification, sanctification, and glorification that comprise our gracious salvation, and this knowledge will also make us more fruitful. Jn. 15:7-8, “If ... my
words abide in you, ... herein is my Father glorified, that you bear much fruit.”
The Kindle Publishing Bible
Romans 9 - 11
A Study on the End Times and the Exclusiveness of Israel in the Bible.
You Can't Cheat Success
Designed to Succeed
Facebook for Business Owners
The Writing, Publishing and Marketing Handbook for Beginning Authors 2017
Whether you're a self-published author, traditionally published or just starting out writing your first book, there are dozens of obstacles standing between you and six-figure success as an author. Wouldn't it be helpful if you knew ahead of time what those obstacles will be and how to overcome them quickly and easily? In Secrets of the Six-Figure Author you will learn the 12 key obstacles every author must face and how to blast through them without breaking a sweat.
This book is for those who have not yet pursued their publishing dream into reality and want to do it right.The book is also for published writers who want to take it to a higher level and reclaim privacy. Everything You Need To Obtain a Legal Pen Name, an Alternative Identity as an Author, a New Life, a New Business, and an Unlimited Future. Inexpensive, Fast, Easy, and Legal Process Legal In All 50 States Notice: This book is for the United States of America and may not be applicable in
the UK or other English speaking countries. Reasons to Have a Pen Name and Alternate Identity as an Author: - Reclaim or maintain the privacy- Personal life separate from professional life- Alternate identity- New credit- Public figure or notable person who wants to be anonymous- Wealthy and wish to avoid con artistsThere are many more legitimate grounds to be unknown with a Pen Name and protected the identity. It is your legal right to use any title you like. However, you must go
about it properly. In this age of computers and data sharing, the methods that worked in the past DO NOT WORK TODAY. Big Brother is watching closer than ever. You must do it right and avoid the illegal techniques that get you into trouble.Regardless of your reasons for requiring a Pen Name, New Identity, and even a New Business of your own, this book can help you to do it legally and legitimately. The process is anonymous and uses the advantage of the Internet or a phone call. You do
not have to appear in self to carry out the methods of living anonymously presented in this book. For a complete Table of Contents, the "Look Inside" preview button at the top left of the pageThe Author used this process to begin a new life. Along the way, he discovered he, too, had the opportunity to become the person he always wanted to be and live the lifestyle he always wanted to live. You can follow his way to your new life as a Pro Author. Tags: How to publish on amazon kindle,
KDP, amazon kindle publishing, publishing on kindle, kindle publishing, kindle publishing guide, kindle publishing how to, kindle guide, kindle marketing, kindle marketing secrets, kindle marketing, kindle marketing books, kindle nonfiction, kindle nonfiction books, kindle fiction, kindle fiction books, kindle books, kindle ebooks, kindle publishing bible, kindle publish, kindle direct publishing, Createspace & kindle, publishing, self-publishing, authorship, authorship books, writing skills,
writing guide, writing text, writing research, marketing, book marketing, editing, editing guide, editing your book, publishing, publishing on amazon, amazon publishing, Createspace, CreateSpace publishing, graphic design, marketing & sales, marketing, publishing & books, business & money, entrepreneurship & small business, home-based business self-help, pen name, pseudonym, alias.
Being a pastor has its rewards and pleasures. But churches can be unsafe places. They are filled with broken, imperfect people. Many ministers of the gospel walk into a church naive about the potential hazards of their vocation. They are vulnerable to difficult people, unresolved conflict, incompatible visions, hidden agendas, mission drift, and sin--their own and that of others. Other pastors feel trapped in a ministry hurricane and don't know what to do. They feel like failures. They're
thinking about leaving the ministry. They are looking for help and hope--not from an "expert" detached from the real world of ministry--but from someone who has suffered through church hurricanes and lived to share the story. Moreover, they need to know they are not alone. Surviving Ministry: How to Weather the Storms of Church Leadership includes the author's own story as well as true stories from other pastors who have been in the eye of the hurricane. Discouraged ministers
looking for biblical, practical, gospel-centered advice for storm proofing their churches, homes, and hearts have found a friend. Surviving Ministry will equip them to stay resilient before, during, and after seasons of difficulty.
This One Habit Can Help You Get More Done In Less Time This is the key to habit change, creativity, increased productivity and happiness. In Schedule Your Success, you're about to learn how to master the key habit that will make everything else in your life easier, more productive and more enjoyable. You'll also learn: How to Schedule Your Success Most of us are run by our schedules. So let me ask you this: where is your schedule taking you? Is your calendar full of fun, exciting and
fulfilling experiences that make you happy and lead you to a future of even more success and abundance? Or is your calendar just full of errands and chores you feel like you have to do? When you begin to Schedule Your Success, you'll never have to worry about time management or productivity secrets again. You'll automatically be on the right track to your ideal future, and you'll have a lot more fun along the way. It All Starts With Awareness Go ahead. Ask someone how they spend their
time every day. Most people don't even know! Humans aren't hardwired to keep excellent track of time. It's a learned skill that we either have to figure out on our own or learn from a mentor. Let this book be your guide to greater productivity and success. I used to be my own worst enemy when it came to being productive. I had just started my first business by myself, and I was broke so I was really motivated to make it work... I thought I was working 40, 60, or even 80 hours a week. But
when I did the Time Tracking Exercise you'll learn in this book, I realized I was that I was spending more than 25 hours a week on completely unproductive activities that weren't helping me achieve any of my goals. As soon as I became aware of how I was wasting my time, I immediately knew there were a few small changes I could make that would create a HUGE difference in the results I could produce. In just a few months, I went from broke to earning a stable monthly income from my
business. If I can do it, you can too! You don't need fancy scheduling apps or productivity software to get things done. You need a proven system that works every single day regardless of whether or not the power is working. Grab your copy now and begin to Schedule Your Success today!
Bestseller Tactics
God’s Amazing Grace: Reconciling Four Centuries of African American Marriages and Families
An Apologetic and Background Exposition of the Holy Scriptures
Bestseller Tactics 2
How to Write a Bestselling Nonfiction Book from Start to Finish
Magnify and Multiply
33 Ways To Raise Your Credit Score

ROSE BOOK OF BIBLE CHARTS, MAPS and TIME LINES. The 2007 #1 Bible Reference book according in the CBA Core InventoryNow you can have 180 pages of fantastic full-color Bible charts, maps, and time lines in one spiral bound book. Reproducible. If you bought all of these charts separately, you would pay more than $250.
What If You Could Be Guaranteed To Achieve Your Goals and Dreams In Life? I believe anyone can achieve their dreams and goals using this powerful book as your guide As soon as you stop making this one common mistake, your life can change overnight! In this book you will learn: How To Deserve The Massive Success You've Always Wished For Do you want to achieve business and financial
success? Are you looking for the keys to building incredible relationships, great wealth, and happiness in your life? As soon as you deserve it, you will achieve it. Most people just want to sit around and wait until their dreams come true. Instead, you must earn success and be willing to do whatever it takes to deserve it. Let this book show you how. The Ant Method for Conquering Any
Problem or Obstacle, No Matter How Hard It May Seem You'll notice a funny thing if you watch ants long enough. When they come to an obstacle in their path like a log or leaf or stray twig that may be 1,000 times bigger or more than the ant, they don't quit. They'll do whatever it takes to go over, under, around or through the obstacle. Humans, on the other hand, tend to give up very
easily. In this book, you'll learn how to master the Ant Method for conquering obstacles, and never again will you be able to say that a challenge or obstacle in life was too big for you. Nay, you are too big for your obstacles and challenges! About The Author Tom Corson-Knowles is the international best-selling author of The Kindle Writing Bible and The Kindle Publishing Bible, among
others. Tom has founded several successful businesses including TCK Publishing, the leader in digital publishing specializing in ebooks and guerrilla book marketing. Tom has taught thousands of entrepreneurs and freelancers like you to create the lifestyle business of their dreams. Learn how to build the life of your dreams today! Scroll up and click the buy button now.
A concise collection of easy things you can do to boost your score. This life-changing guide is written in plain English without jargon or confusing language—just easy-to-implement action steps to help you dramatically increase your credit score (without spending a dime). Find out about: How To Instantly Improve Your Credit Score By 20 To 30 Points: Just one tip in this book could help
you raise your credit rating right away—and when combined, the strategies could help you go from bad credit to excellent credit. Credit Repair Made Easy: No matter how bad your credit is right now, you can repair it with strategies for removing illegitimate and bad marks from your credit report. How To Get a Free Credit Score Without Any Hassle: Many companies claim they’ll give you a
free credit score—then try to charge a large one-time fee or ongoing membership fee for access to your credit information. But there is one website that gives you your score 100% free without trying to sell you anything, and even provides free email alerts when anything new pops up on your credit report so you can take care of it right away. How To Get A Huge Discount On Your Mortgage
Rates: Following the steps in this guide, you could save thousands a year in interest on your mortgage, auto loans, and other payments. How To Save As Much As $500 On Your Cell Phone Plan: With the good credit history you build, you could save as much as $500 on your next service plan. Better Rates On Car Insurance And Auto Loans: Get much cheaper rates with your new, higher credit
score, and avoid getting taken advantage of by shady finance companies. The Ideal Number of Credit Cards: Did you know there’s a “secret number” of credit cards you should have to maximize your credit score? You’ll also learn how to get huge discounts on credit card rates and fees with a five-minute phone call—plus more tips and techniques to get you in healthy financial shape.
When we think about our salvation in most cases, we will focus on God's gracious and undeserved goodness toward us. Though salvation flows from the grace of God, thereby making it free to all who put their trust in Jesus, free does not mean that our salvation is cheap or without great cost to God Himself. This book, The High Cost of a Free Gift, takes a very Christocentric looked at the
gracious provision of salvation. This book focuses on all that it cost our Savior in order that He might be our perfect and eternal sacrifice for sin. By looking at the Christology of our salvation, this book encourages a greater appreciation for all that the Son of God endured in order that we might be saved. From His preincarnate glory to His descent into the grave, our Savior paid a
high price in order that we might receive the free gift of salvation. This book will trace the downward stage in the works of Jesus Christ from His glory to the grave referred to as His humiliation. We will take a deeper look at the following topics: - "Jesus's Glorious Preincarnate Existence" - "The Meaning and Necessity of His Humiliation" - "The Virgin Birth and Incarnation of Jesus"
- "Kenosis: The Self-Emptying of Jesus" - "His Temptations and Rejections" - "His Illegal Trials" - His Sacrificial Atoning Death" - "His Burial and Descent to Hades" - "The Implications of His Humiliation" Ultimately, from this reading, we learn that the Son of God's love for man was so deep that He willingly laid aside His glory in order to endure a level of humiliation that was so
great that only God wrapped in humanity could endure it. Our greater appreciation for the high cost that Jesus paid to save us should cause us, as believers, to appreciate, admire, and adore Him all the more and greatly value the free gift to which He paid such a high cost.
A Philosophy of Muddy Boots Leadership
The High Cost of a Free Gift
The Kindle Writing Bible
Secrets of the Six-Figure Author
The Humiliation of Jesus
Schedule Your Success
39 Proven Ways to Build Your Author Platform and Promote Your Books on a Budget
How To Use Quora to Grow Your Business Are You Missing Out On The Fastest Growing Social Media Site? If you're not using Quora to market your business, you're missing out! Inside you will learn: Step By Step Instructions To Use Quora for Beginners Included in this complete guide to Quora are step-by-step instructions and tutorials for creating a new account, connecting your Quora account to other social media accounts, creating a Quora blog, asking and answering questions, filling out your profile for maximum
marketing results, and much more! How To Use Quora To Grow Your Business In this book, you'll learn 7 ways to grow your business using Quora. You'll learn how to brand yourself as the go-to expert in your field, and attract new clients with ease using Quora's incredible social media expertise system. If you're looking for social media marketing books on Kindle to grow your business, this is the one for you! About The Author Tom Corson-Knowles is the international best-selling author of The Kindle Writing Bible and The
Kindle Publishing Bible, among others. Tom has founded several successful businesses including TCK Publishing, the leader in digital publishing specializing in ebooks and guerrilla book marketing. Tom has taught thousands of entrepreneurs and freelancers like you to create the lifestyle business of their dreams. Learn how to build the business of your dreams using Quora so you can live the lifestyle of your dreams! Scroll up and click the buy button now.
Learn how to market your business on Facebook.
A Philosophy of Muddy Boots Leadership presents a Bible-based leadership philosophy. These thoughts (some original, most not) are not rocket science. They are basic common sense and as applicable to everyday life as they are to the battlefield, classroom, or boardroom. Most are drawn from those who have influenced the author the most--pastors, military leaders, and football coaches. In this uncertain and dynamic environment, there are a few constants. In this book, you will find a clear and concise set of principles and
fundamentals that will assist leaders in maintaining mission focus and focusing on the team. Why will it help? Today, there is no shortage of leadership books, consultants, and experts. We hear terms like servant, authentic, transformational, adaptive, etc. These concepts are valid and important, but they are focused on the conceptual, not on the actionable. A Philosophy of Muddy Boots Leadership provides a set of biblically-based, actionable principles for leaders. The goal of the book is to provide overwhelmed, understaffed
leaders or mid-level managers a set of techniques and processes that in times of stress and uncertainty will act as a blueprint for success. This is not a checklist but a thought-provoking set of guiding biblical principles that can be used every day.
If you're a self-published writer without a large platform or following, you will never be able to promote more than the published authors with huge marketing budgets. But you can outrank them on Amazon search every time! Why? Because 99% of Kindle authors do not know how to increase their search engine rankings in Amazon and Google. But I do, and I am going to show you how in this book (it won't cost you a dime to implement these strategies).Most authors (even the ones with publishers and huge marketing budgets)
have no idea how to do keyword research, tag their book, add the right search keywords when they publish their book or insert keywords in their book description without it sounding like a robot wrote it.I'm going to share with you my KDP Select Free Promotion Marketing Formula for getting tens of thousands of readers to download your book in just five days. All you have to do is explain the Marketing Formula instructions and follow them (it takes about 3 hours of work to get thousands of new readers).If you think your book is
going to sell, think again! If you're a novelist, you have to show your readers the story and pursue them in it, or they won't buy a book from an unknown author. And if you're a non-fiction author, you have to tell potential readers how your paper is going to help them solve their problem fast or they'll click away without buying. I am going to show you the "Show And Tell" method for selling more books on Kindle by giving you readers what they want and overcoming objections in your book description!Kindle marketing is not about
having a huge marketing budget or publisher behind you - but you still need exposure and a great offer. This book will help you with getting more exposure to Amazon search and other great marketing tips.
Kindle Publishing and Formatting Like a Pro
Proven Strategies to Improve Your Credit & Get Out of Debt
PAUL'S LETTER TO THE PHILIPPIANS
How to Weather the Storms of Church Leadership
Surviving Ministry
Leadership Training Course for Christian Leaders
How to Be a Kdp Amazon Author of Your Own Kdp Publishing Company & Legal Pen Name to Protect Privacy # 2019
All my books can be read online for free at wayneodonnell.com. Mt. 10:8, “Freely you have received, freely give.” This booklet is included in and comprises of one section of my book “Predestination is to Glory not to Faith: Anti-Calvinism & Reformed Theology; Pro-Certainty of Sanctification & Glorification; In Romans 8, Romans 9, & John 6." As in Romans 8, we were predestined to glorification, not to faith or unbelief; so in Romans 9, Israel was predestined to glorification, not to faith or unbelief. The best way to demonstrate this is by Paul’s examples of the adversaries Pharaoh and Moses.
Despite the unscriptural claims of Calvinists, Pharaoh wasn’t hardened about believing in God or the gospel. Over and over the scripture makes it clear that God hardened Pharaoh’s heart about not letting his people go. “I will harden his heart, so that he will not let the people go,” Ex. 4:21. See also Ex. 7:14; 8:32; 9:7; 10:20, 27; 11:10, etc. And God didn’t harden Pharaoh’s heart so that he would go to hell, but so that once Pharaoh had made his decision not to let Israel go, he wouldn’t give in too soon due to weakness or aversion to pain, so that God could complete all ten plagues and destroy the
mightiest army in the world of that time in the sea, so that all the world would hear of it. “I will harden Pharaoh's heart, and multiply my signs and my wonders in the land of Egypt, ... so that I can lay my hand on Egypt, and bring forth my armies, and my people the children of Israel, out of the land of Egypt by great judgments,” Ex. 7:3-4. See also Ex. 10:1-2, 7; 9:1; 14:4, 17. And in our passage, “Even for this same purpose I have raised you [an unbeliever] up [to be Pharaoh], so that I could show my power in you, and so that my name would be declared throughout all the earth,” Rm. 9:17. In
contrast to Pharaoh, Moses accomplished something that wasn’t predestined at all, through his free-will choice. When Israel sinned by worshipping the golden calf, Moses interceded, and was granted mercy for them. But then Moses went beyond even that, and asked to see God’s glory as a gracious favor, and was also granted that request. “[Moses] said, ‘I beseech you, show me your glory.’ And [the LORD] said, ‘I will make all my goodness pass before you, ... and will be gracious to whom I will be gracious, and will show mercy on whom I will show mercy,’” Ex. 33:18-19. God knows beforehand
which vessels are destined for eternal glory and which are destined for eternal shame. And it isn’t unrighteous of him in his providential control to make use of both kinds of vessels in his plans during our time on earth. He formed a man like Pharaoh who is destined for eternal shame into a vessel to rule Egypt so his name would be magnified in the earth at the time of Israel’s national birth. And he gives men like Moses and us experiences that help “fit” (Rom. 9:22) and “prepare” (Rom. 9:23) us for even more glorification. “Our light affliction [light compared to the weight of glory], which is but for a
moment [a moment compared to the eternal glory], produces for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory,” 2 Cor. 4:17. Flowers (Non-Calvinist), ”Would anyone dare adopt or seek to defend this most troubling doctrine [of reprobation] if not for the perceived defense offered by the apostle in Romans 9?” Pink (Calvinist), “It is a remarkable and telling phenomenon that those who find no individual predestination to eternal life in Rom 9:6-13 cannot successfully explain the thread of Paul’s argument as it begins in Rom 9:1-5 and continues through the chapter.” Berkouwer (Calvinist),
“Every hesitation about or hidden resistance against the sovereign freedom of God, every form of indeterminism which defends man's cooperation against the divine act, will suffer shipwreck on Romans 9.” We shall see.
YAHWEH (The LORD God) and His Son YAHSHUAH (Jesus Christ) made statements with regard to Eschatology that have been “Spiritualized” for over a Millennium, which has led to the belief in Universalism, the belief that YAHSHUAH died for EVERYONE. Well, after one studies the original languages of the Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek, the message of the Kingdom of God was preached to and accepted by a certain House in the Bible. The other House rejected this message, and YAHSHUAH punished that House by taking the Kingdom away from them and giving It to another nation bringing
forth fruit. There are only the House of Israel, the House of Judah, and the House of David, mentioned in the Bible. All three existed then, as they do today. However, most of today’s Babylonian Priesthood/Churchianity refuses to accept the secular historical position with regard to the House of Israel, and who they are today. The people groups, which YAHWEH and YAHSHUAH addressed, still exist today. However, these people are all mixed-up, and known by different names, but they DO exist. This book goes back to the origin of these people groups in the Bible, and brings them forward to the
present using their old names, in order to understand Eschatology. This brings us to the major question of, “Is the Bible only about Israel?” And, if so, how does it affect our Eschatology today? This book answers these hard questions...
In Reading the Bible Across Contexts Esa Autero offers a fresh perspective on Luke’s poverty texts. This is done through a critical dialogue between an historical reading and empirical readings by two Latin American Bible reading groups.
PAUL'S LETTER TO THE PHILIPPIANS provides the reader with an explanation of Scripture that is detailed and up-to-date with modern scholarship, faithful to Scripture as the inerrant, infallible Word of God. It is a trusted resource for Bible study. Each commentary volume offers straightforward, clear, trustworthy, practical, and applicable explanations written by conservative, evangelical scholars. This verse-by-verse commentary makes every volume easy to understand and beneficial to your Christian life today. Yet, it also gives the reader a more in-depth understanding of God's Word. The
author does not provide you with what he thinks, feels, or believes. Instead, he gives you what God said and what the Bible author meant by the words that he used. The reader will also be given the historical context, Bible backgrounds, and any Bible difficulties.
Israel’s Predestination to Glory
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Read Book The Kindle Publishing Bible: How To Sell More Kindle Ebooks On Amazon (Step By Step Instructions On Self Publishing And Marketing Your Books) (Kindle Bible Book 1)
How to Master the One Key Habit That Will Transform Every Area of Your Life
Luke’s Gospel, Socio-Economic Marginality, and Latin American Biblical Hermeneutics
Mastering the Inner Game of Writing, Publishing and Marketing Books
How to Sell More KDP Ebooks on Amazon-2020
The Ultimate Book Marketing System - Advanced Author Marketing Techniques to Help You Sell More Kindle Books and Make More Money. Advanced Self Publishing
The Bible in the American Experience
RPTodd has been involved with Scientific Consciousness for well over 30 years. Here you will find a synopsis of how he sees the evolution of consciousness, as well as his learnings, in order that you, too, may apply these concepts. In The Way It Is, items looked at differently than usual, or brand new, are: The three pieces of existence are given new labels You can re-program your
brain! The evolution of consciousness Stories, as given by Organized Religion The Infinite Roadmap-of-Life analogy aka the Akashic Records E = mc2 Einstein got it almost right You can turn your ideas into reality! Affirmations and Meditation also fit with reality Emotions and Creativity have no words attached The ego cannot be used to provide brand new solutions You will find humorous
comments interspersed here-and-there to keep anyone with a sense-of-humor engaged. If indeed consciousness is evolving, the fact you are reading this is proof. You will see how within!
The Ultimate Book Marketing System Includes the latest strategies using Kindle Countdown Deals and Kindle Matchbook So, you've self published your kindle book on Amazon and now you're waiting for the money to come rolling in. You may be waiting a while... and you've learned that it's not as easy as they say to make money with Kindle, then chances are that you are spending more and more
time marketing than you spend writing, and that's not good. Creating a book is a great achievement. Even when your book is primed for marketing as covered in Bestseller Tactics Book 1, you still need to give it a push to get things rolling. The problem is that sometimes you have a good launch and all goes well, and sometimes it doesn't work as well. This leaves you wondering what you
did right and what you did wrong. Then of course the sales slip into oblivion and you have to start all over again. Frustrating isnt it? Imagine if you had a system that guaranteed to get your book moving. Giving it the best chance of success in sales. How would that feel?, would it make a difference to you? That is what you will find in this second book in the Bestseller Tactics
series. This book contains a step-by-step, repeatable system of marketing for Kindle and Paperback books on Amazon. It covers the launch using a free promotion, and continues with the ongoing marketing of your books. Breaking the launch process into four stages, you will be able to comfortably repeat the same methods time and time again, with the results clearly visible in your sales
figures. The book comes complete with a supporting documentation pack containing checklists, and a comprehensive collection of places to market your books for free. In total, this gives access to almost half a million readers. Every single time that the full launch system has been used, the book in question has reached well into the top 100 free on a KDP Select promotion all within two
days, Also hitting the top three of the Hot New Releases. That's right - Every Single Time. What's Inside? The Launch System Sustaining Sales Using Paid Promotions The 0.99 Promotion The Re-Launch Over 300 places to market your book for free Comprehensive supporting documentation And Much More I'm not going to promise you that everything will be easy, those who have read my work before
will know that I do not work that way. You already know that the business of an author is more a marathon than a sprint. Coupled with Book one in the series, this will give you a solid system of marketing which makes the best of the Amazon Algorithms and gives you a repeatable method of getting your book seen by readers. This book series is aimed at those authors that are serious about
selling more books on Kindle using advanced sales & marketing techniques. The books contain practical advice and methods that are all backed by rigorous testing. It's a bullshit free zone, unlike many of the books or WSO's available that promise you riches beyond compare. You like the sound of that? If you enjoyed the kindle self publishing Bible by Tom Corson Knowles and Derek
Doepker's 'Kindle Bestseller Secrets' then you will like this too. If you enjoy the advanced techniques and strategies to sell more books like those shared by David Gaughran in 'Lets Get Visible' and Anbu Rayappan's 'Kindle Book Millionaire' then you'll enjoy this also. Take A 'Look Inside' Before you buy the book, have a read of the first chapter. Click the book cover image at the top
left of this page.
Learn how a simple five-minute phone call can reduce your debt—and other insider secrets for getting your finances back in order. Are you tired of being hounded by debt collectors? Are you sick of being behind on your bills? Learn the secret words that will get any credit card company to listen to your demands, whether you want a settlement, a lower interest rate, or any fees waived
(including annual fees, late payment fees, balance transfer fees, and more). Entrepreneur and investor Tom Corson-Knowles owns a company that buys credit card debt and collects it. In this book, he shares what the banks and collections agencies don’t want you to know about how to settle your credit card debt at an 80% discount with a five-minute phone call. Having worked with hundreds
of consumers in credit card debt, Tom has seen firsthand the mistakes people make that get them into debt and keep them stuck there. You’ll learn industry secrets that will show you how to legally get out of debt fast. While other so-called financial experts will tell you about debt management and budgeting, Tom goes straight to the heart of the matter—getting rid of your credit card
debt once and for all, so you can go back to living a happy, peaceful life without the stress and worry of financial problems and debt collectors.
How To Write A Nonfiction Book In 7 Days Flat I Believe Anyone Can Succeed As A Nonfiction Author With This Book You could be just a few days away from completing your bestselling nonfiction book. Learn how to: Overcome The 7 Deadly Writing Obstacles Learn how to overcome the 7 deadly writing sins that will stop you from achieving the success you dream of. You will conquer your fear,
procrastination, indecision, perfectionism, lack of money, lack of knowledge and lack of vision. How To Double or Even Triple Your Writing Productivity Learn the secrets to writing faster and higher quality books. If you're a slow writer, you will love these proven writing strategies! How To Have Someone Else Write Your Book For You I've helped hundreds of would-be authors who don't
like to write or simply don't know how to learn how to effectively hire a ghostwriter or use audio recording to help write your book much faster. If you have an idea and a passion for helping people, you can become a best-selling nonfiction author using these strategies! The 5 Simple Steps To Writing An Amazing Book Learn the 5 simple steps it takes to write a great book. Your readers
will love your work when you follow these steps to success. Writing nonfiction is easy when you have a system to follow! How To Pick A Niche For Your Book That Will Be Guaranteed To Sell You can actually calculate ahead of time how well your book will sell using this simple marketing research technique! Once you understand the sales potential for your nonfiction books, you'll never be
"writing blind" again and you will understand what your readers are willing to pay for. How To Give Your Readers Exactly What They Want Readers of nonfiction books want only one thing - a solution to their problem. If you can provide them with a convenient, easy, cheap, quick solution to their problem, they will love you forever and buy more of your books. Readers love convenience,
ease, organization and step-by-step action guides. Learn how to write a bestseller by giving your readers what they really want. How To Increase Your Creativity Dramatically Creativity isn't just an art - there's a science to it too! Learn the science of how you can drastically increase your creative output using a simple notebook and tape recorder or voice recording app for your
smartphone. How To Write A Kindle Book Fast Kindle books don't have to be 745 pages and full of images, tables, graphics, charts and references. You can write a simple, helpful how-to book and as long as it solves the reader's problem and helps your readers, they will love you for keeping it simple! The Psychology of Nonfiction Readers Learn the psychology of nonfiction readers so that
you can turn your readers into loyal, raving fans who will write you book reviews and tell everyone they know about your great books. About The Author My poetry was first published at age 16 in Teen Ink magazine and I started writing books at age 19 but had no idea how to get my message out to anyone other than my friends and family. Finally, I discovered Amazon's Kindle Publishing
platform and published my first book on Kindle on February 10, 2012. Since then, I've sold tens of thousands of nonfiction ebooks on Kindle and now earn a full-time income as a part-time Kindle author. I've since helped hundreds of self-published authors like myself sell more books on Kindle. If I can do it you can too! Learn how to write a bestseller today! Scroll up and click the buy
button now.
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Transform Your Blog into a Book! The world of blogging changes rapidly, but it remains one of the most efficient ways to share your work with an eager audience. In fact, you can purposefully hone your blog content into a uniquely positioned book--one that agents and publishers will want to acquire or that you can self-publish successfully. How to Blog a Book Revised and Expanded Edition is a completely updated guide to writing and publishing a saleable book based on a blog. Expert author and blogger Nina Amir guides you through the process of
developing targeted blog content that increases your chances of attracting a publisher and maximizing your visibility and authority as an author. In this revised edition you'll find: • The latest information on how to set up, maintain, and optimize a blog • Steps for writing a book easily using blog posts • Advice for crafting effective, compelling blog posts • Tips on gaining visibility and promoting your work both online and off • Current tools for driving traffic to your blog • Strategies for monetizing your existing blog content as a book or other products •
Profiles of bloggers who received blog-to-book deals and four new "blogged-book" success stories Whether you're a seasoned blogger or have never blogged before, How to Blog a Book Revised and Expanded Edition offers a fun, effective way to write, publish, and promote your book, one post at a time.
God s Amazing Grace: Reconciling Four Centuries of African American Marriages and Families is an insightful study that will be welcomed by thoughtful practitioners and all who ponder the African American family s complexity. Readers familiar with the deep, rich reservoir of African American family literature will recognize many of the black scholars referenced in this work. Readers unfamiliar with these sources will be grateful to discover them and the effective use of disparate literature. This work will become a different kind of guide for studying
American history through the lens of the African American family. Underneath all the research is the search for answers to the compelling questions: Is there a correlation between slave owners denial to slaves, God s design for the family, and the familial chaos that has plagued African American families for more than a hundred fifty years? And if there is connection, what is it? The author has brought something new to a familiar topic of discussion̶the Bible. The unique moral compass that steered this study is solidly anchored in the bedrock of holy
scripture. In this work, the history and sociology of African American marriages are examined in light of the questions asked by Holy Scripture. In so doing, Dr. Turner skillfully attempts to help readers make sense of the story of black families in America. May this book mark the beginning to a new reality for African American families (Dr. Willie Peterson, senior executive advisor, adjunct professor of Pastoral Ministries, Dallas Theological Seminary).
Learn the Systems, Tools and Strategies I Used to Build an Email List of Over 27,000 Subscribers Are you using email marketing to effectively grow your business and increase your sales online? In Email Marketing Mastery, you'll discover: How to Build an Email List Even if No One Knows Who You Are Get complete step-by-step tutorials and instructions from beginning to end, including dozens of free training videos (no opt-in required!) included with Email Marketing Mastery. This book is perfect for beginners who need to learn the basics of email marketing
and get started today, and for experienced and professional email marketers who want to take their knowledge and marketing systems to the next level. How to Choose the Best Autoresponder for Your Budget How do you know which autoresponder is the best for you? I've tested dozens of email marketing systems, and in this book I share only the best of the best, with advanced tips and strategies for maximizing your return while minimizing your investment. How to Increase Your Conversions and Become an Analytics Master Analytics are the key to any good
email marketer's success. Without data, you'll never know whether what you're doing is working as well as it should be or not. Analytics is the key to constantly improving your marketing systems and growing your business. A tiny increase in conversions can supercharge your profits and income when you apply it across an entire email marketing campaign. How to Save Thousands of Dollars on Marketing and Web design In the past, if you wanted to create a state-of-the-art online marketing system with email marketing, squeeze pages, analytics, and more, you
would have to pay a world-class designer to custom-code every single web page and function. Today, there are free and low-cost options to create every web page and email marketing system you need to succeed. And, best of all, you can do it all yourself with some simple software and a few minutes of work without having to wait for an expensive web designer to finally get things done. Grab your copy of Email Marketing Mastery to start using this powerful tool to grow your business. About the Author Tom Corson-Knowles is a blogger, speaker, marketing
consultant, and the international best-selling author of more than 20 books including Destroy Your Distractions, Facebook for Business Owners, and The Kindle Publishing Bible. Tom has founded several successful businesses including TCK Publishing, an independent book publishing company that specializes in digital publishing and online marketing. Tom has taught thousands of employees, entrepreneurs and freelancers like you how to create the lifestyle of their dreams. Learn how to use email marketing to skyrocket your sales today. Scroll up and click the
buy button now to get started.
In recent history, men from a variety of backgrounds have come to the same conclusion: that the Bible is about Israel only. For example: In 1861, John Mason Neale translated an ancient twelfth century Latin hymn and its title was O Come, O Come Emmanuel. Ever since 1861, Christians have sung that hymn at Christmas time, especially at Advent. Do you know what the words really mean that you are singing? In 1878, Edward Hine wrote an article titled, Seven-Eighths of the Bible Misunderstood, wherein he explains that seven-eighths of the Bible is about
national salvation, i.e. the national salvation of True Israel; whereas, only one-eighth of the Bible is about personal salvation. Did you know that? In the 1960 s, Pastor Sheldon Emry wrote an article title, An Open Letter to Any Minister Who Teaches the Jews Are Israel, wherein he is of the opinion that the Israel that exists today since 1948 is not the True Israel of the Bible. In 1998, Arnold E. Kennedy wrote a book titled, The Exclusiveness of Israel, wherein he legally proves using the King James Version of the Bible that the Bible in general is only about True
Israel. So, here we are in the Twenty-First Century, and the Gospel that is preached today is totally convoluted from that which was preached in the First Century A.D. by Yahshuah and His disciples, i.e. the Gospel of the Kingdom. So, where did the so-called churches and pastors go wrong? By the way, is there really a hierarchy in the Bible? In order to find out what the truth really is, we have to look at the original languages in which the Bible was written and then translated. For example, the Old Testament was written in Hebrew and Aramaic, then translated
into Greek. The New Testament was written in Hebrew and Greek. Both Testaments were put together and translated into Latin, then German, and finally into English, from which the entire world received their own translation of the Bible. So, what was the original meaning of the words used in the original languages, i.e. the etymology of the words. Once that is determined, then we can go onto the next phase and discuss types in the Bible. From there, what is the Law of First Mention? How should Bible prophecy be Interpreted? Who are the keys to Bible
prophecy? Where are we in the Bible prophecy timeline? During these discussions, we will find out who Yahweh chose of all the families of the earth to make His own. The churches teach universalism. The question then becomes, Who was Yahweh s Law given to? What are the Laws of Yahweh? And then the even bigger question becomes, Who was Yahshuah sent to? All of these questions and more will be answered as you read this book...
The Book Marketing Bible
Facebook Marketing For Fan Page Owners and Small Businesses
Book of Bible Charts, Maps, and Time Lines
20 Bestselling Authors Share Their Secrets to Health, Wealth and Success
A Study of Depravity (Murder, Incest, Deceit, Adultery, Idolatry, Drugs-Alcohol)
83 Proven Tips to Self-Publish on Kindle Direct Publishing and Give Your Digital Book an Amazing Facelift
You may probably be wondering why another book on leadership training has been published. It is true you may have read or even written hundreds of books on leadership training. But this book is unique. It is not like any other book you may have read or written! Other books write about the need for leadership training and offer the same old courses which have been in use for years. Yesterday’s methods may not always produce the results they used to. The methods of yesterday may not always accommodate all the generations living
in the world today. This book discusses the benefits of leadership training and suggests nine areas of training which can comfortably benefit the premodern, modern, and the postmodern mindsets. Some people in this generation may be premodern, modern, or postmodern due to various reasons. Probably they were born during the time when those generations were in existence, or probably they have been shaped into those generations by the education system or by influence of others from across the world due to the ease of
communication made possible by the internet. This book first discusses the general views held by people concerning whether training of Christian leaders is important or not. Some few people feel that it is not important because the Holy Spirit is their only teacher! Majority of people acknowledge the work of the Holy Spirit but believe that training is important and can make leaders more effective. The Holy Spirit uses people to accomplish his desire to have others trained. Second, the book discusses the benefits of leadership training
which affirm the need to have leaders trained for God’s own glory. Finally, the book discusses nine areas of training which have been tested and found to be effective in equipping Christian leaders for more successful work of ministry and leadership in the church and its organizations.
Financial success is possible if you’re willing to learn the Rules of the Rich—learn how to kick fear in the butt and achieve your goal now. You don’t have to wait to get rich until you’re too old to enjoy spending your money. It takes only three to five years using the wealth-creating strategies in this book to create a small fortune and early retirement if that’s what you want. Certainly, some industries require heavy capital investments upfront, like oil and gas exploration or industrial manufacturing—but almost any other business can be
started with $1,000 or less. Great entrepreneurs understand that you can pre-sell almost any product and collect the money upfront. Then, once you have the cash you can build the product and deliver it to your customers. This is how massive companies can be started with little or no cash—just look at the histories of Fortune 500 companies like Apple, Microsoft, or Whole Foods. Thanks to our new networked economy, technology, and opportunities, anyone from anywhere in the world can start a business for less than $1,000—and
turn it into a successful wealth-producing company in just a few short years. What’s holding them back from starting one now? It’s fear—the kind of fear that makes you keep your mouth closed when you wish you could speak up and ask for what you really want. It’s the fear that stops you from moving forward in life—and achieving the wealth and success you deserve. And there’s only one thing that will conquer your fear: commitment to your own success. Discover why the old rules of financial security and retirement are broken—and
learn the new rules that will save you from the financial ruin so many Americans face. In this life-changing book, entrepreneur Tom Corson-Knowles shares his secrets to lasting business and financial success passed down by hundreds of entrepreneurs and millionaire mentors.
How Do You Sell More Books and Build Your Author Platform Without a Huge Marketing Budget? I Believe Every Author Can Learn to Sell More Books Without Spending a Fortune on Marketing Using These Proven Promotion Strategies If you want to live the lifestyle of your dreams as a writer and author, pay attention because you're about to learn: 39 Proven Strategies for Marketing Your Book on a Budget Whether you're a self-published author, traditionally published or just starting out writing your first book, these proven
marketing strategies in The Book Marketing Bible will work for you when you put them into action. Wouldn't it be great to know that your time spent marketing your book would actually be time well-spent instead of an expensive waste of time? Detailed Step-by-Step Tutorials on Every Marketing Tool and Strategy The Book Marketing Bible is loaded with step-by-step tutorials so you don't have to spend hours trying to figure out how to actually implement it. All the tutorials and step-by-step instructions are included with each
marketing strategy! Bonus Training Videos and Content for Additional Learning Included with your purchase of The Book Marketing Bible, you'll receive free access to several hours of free training videos. Even if you're technologically challenged, you'll find implementing these online marketing strategies for authors easy because you can literally just watch the video and follow along on your own computer as you set up your own podcast show, upload a book trailer to YouTube, and build your author platform. With The Book
Marketing Bible, you'll never have to worry about marketing again. After selling over 100,000 books in the past three years, I've included only the most effective and usable marketing strategies in the book. If you're looking for a way to sell more books on a budget, The Book Marketing Bible is for you. About The Author My poetry was first published at age 16 in Teen Ink magazine and I started writing books at age 19 but had no idea how to get my message out to anyone other than my friends and family. Finally, I discovered Amazon's
Kindle Publishing platform and published my first book on Kindle on February 10, 2012. Since then, I've sold over 100,000 ebooks alone on Kindle and now earn a full-time income as an author. I've since helped thousands of self-published authors like myself sell more books through my video training courses, seminars, workshops and webinars. If I can do it, you can too! Start studying The Book Marketing Bible today to start selling more books right away. Scroll up and click buy now to grab your copy.
An interdisciplinary investigation of the Bible's place in American experience Much has changed since the Society of Biblical Literature's Bible in American Culture series was published in the 1980s, but the influence of the Bible has not waned. In the United States, the stories, themes, and characters of the Bible continue to shape art, literature, music, politics, education, and social movements to varying degrees. In this volume, contributors highlight new approaches that move beyond simple citation of texts and explore how biblical
themes infuse US culture and how this process in turn transforms biblical traditions. Features An examination of changes in the production, transmission, and consumption of the Bible An exploration of how Bible producers disseminate US experiences to a global audience An assessment of the factors that produce widespread myths about and nostalgia for a more biblically grounded nation
Blood Moon - Biblical Signs of the Coming Apocalypse
The Complete Guide to Quora
Kdp Publishing Company
Biblical Eschatology:
How To Reduce Your Debt Overnight
Advanced Author Marketing Techniques to Sell More Kindle Books and Make More Money. Advanced Self Publishing.
Adam's Family

Adam's Family: A Study of Depravity (Murder, Incest, Deceit, Adultery, Idolatry, Drugs/Alcohol brings to life the rawness of human nature. It depicts how out of line with God mankind has been ever since the first man and woman. The book gives a scholarly and biblically based account of man's fallen nature, offering references from the church fathers, reformists, great Christian commentariats, and some well-known Christians and secular psychologists and psychiatrists. After offering professional and expert
references to support the need for reconciliation, the author offers colorful biblical stories from the book of Genesis, which include those of Cain and Abel, Lamech, Canaan, the tower of Babel, and individual stories of the patriarchs, their wives, sons, and daughters. It climaxes with Jesus as the answer to salvation solely by faith through God's grace. It is a scholarly and entertaining work of literature, useful for personal reading and enlightenment or as a textbook or for Bible study. It is one of a kind!
The Kindle Publishing BibleHow To Sell More Kindle Ebooks on AmazonKindle Marketing Group
Woodward examines the Blood Moon Prophecy as articulated by Mark Biltz and John Hagee and evaluates the criticisms of Mark Hitchcock and Chris White. Woodward finds a middle ground, identifying why the Blood Moon Prophecy is likely to be authentic, but cautions against accepting its validity without the test of time. Woodward points out many reasons to find cause for belief and many reasons that it legitimately could be questioned. Woodward evaluates the nature of biblical signs by studying the phrase
“signs and wonders”. He also evaluates the issues of whether biblical signs of the apocalypse must all be supernatural - showing why many may be 'natural' in terms of astronomical events that are unusual but not paranormal acts. The heart of the book is an apologetic for why the study and adherence to the Kingdom of God (and the apocalypse it implies) is mandated by the words of Christ. His followers MUST keep watch—always. It is a must read for all students of eschatology.
Write, Publish, and Promote Your Work One Post at a Time
The Step-By-Step System for Building an Email List of Raving Fans Who Buy from You and Share Your Message
How to Blog a Book Revised and Expanded Edition
Rules of the Rich
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